ABSTRACT The increase in problem size and complexity of the global routing problems has made it harder for the global routers to produce good results. The global routers employ many different techniques to reach good solutions. However, the results on the recent benchmarks (ISPD 2008) reveal that existing global routers need more enhancements in their designs in-order to improve their solution quality. This work proposes a game theory based algorithm that can enhance the solutions of existing global routers. The proposed algorithm models the rip-up and re-route process as a sequential game in which nets act as players. The set of pure strategies of a net consists of different methods to rip-up and re-route its spanning tree. The nets use mixed strategies in which the probability of any pure strategy is based on the estimation of its likelihood to improve the solution. The performance of the proposed method has been evaluated by using it to enhance the solutions of two excellent global routers namely NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] & BFG-R [2]. The proposed method has been experimented using the ISPD 2008benchmarks and found to be successful in enhancing the totaloverflow/wire-length of the existing global routers. On four hard-to-route problems, it has improved the total-overflow of three problems when used with NCTU-GR 2.0 and all four problems when used with BFG-R. It has improved the wire-lengths of all sixteen problems for both NCTU-GR 2.0 and BFG-R. The wire-length of NCTU-GR 2.0 was improved by a value ranging from 35-754 edges and that of BFG-R by a value ranging from 6462-15587 edges. While we demonstrated the potential of GT to enhance results of other heuristics, embedding the discussed technique can help produce better global routers as it will help better traversal of search space, and intelligent decision making.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances in nanometer VLSI have produced chips that contain billion of transistors within a very small die area. For example, the Intel Xeon processor uses a feature size of 20 nm and has over 5 billion transistors within a die size of just 661 mm 2 . The chip delay is dominated by interconnections because the devices have very small feature sizes. The routing step in the physical design of ICs is responsible to determine the suitable paths for the interconnections. The interconnections should be laid-down on the chip in-order to connect different components. The routing process improves the chip timing as well as production cost. However, routing has become very complex due to the presence of a very large number of components within a very small die area and very small space available for interconnections. The complexity of routing is reduced by dividing it into two steps, which are as follows: (a) global routing and (b) detailed routing. Global routing step determines approximate paths for the interconnections and is an NP-hard problem [3] - [5] . Detailed routing assigns segments of interconnections to specific routing tracks, vias, and metal layers in a manner which is consistent with the solution of global routing.
The International Symposium on Physical Design (ISPD) has conducted global routing contests in 2007 and 2008 and proposed several benchmarks for the nanometer scale VLSI global routing [6] - [8] . The ISPD contests have promoted the research in global routing and many new global routers have been proposed in the years following the contest such as NCTU-GR [9] , NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] , BFG-R [2] , Fast Route [10] , [11] , Archer [12] , Box Router 2.0 [13] , and MaizeRouter [14] .
Modern global routers generally consists of two steps. The first step is an initial routing of all nets in which the nets have been routed with little or no effort to minimize congestion. The second step is the Rip-up and Re-route (R&R) in which congestion is minimized or eliminated from the solution through ripping-up and re-routing the nets whose spanning tree has at-least one congested edge. The conventional R&R process consists of sequentially ripping-up and re-routing nets in a predetermined order. Global routing problems are becoming very complex which makes it necessary to employ many enhancements techniques in the R&R process. The R&R process in modern global routers consists of many different types of enhancements in-order to solve complex and huge size problems. The R&R process should find a valid solution (i.e., whose total overflow is zero) as well as minimize the wire-length of the solution. A solution whose total overflow is zero is very likely to be successfully routed in the subsequent detailed routing step. The wire-length of a solution has an effect on the chip delay and manufacturing cost, therefore, solutions of smaller wire-length are highly desirable. The R&R processes of existing global routers can minimize the total overflow and wire-length up-to a certain extent but after that they produce little or no improvement in total overflow and wire-length. Fig. 1 shows a test case in which a benchmark is solved using a global router NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] . The global router has reduced the total overflow during the first hour but after that it could not make any further progress. These observations indicate that the R&R process requires enhancement. A possible direction which can improve the R&R process is to employ methods from optimization and decision making fields which are not applied in global routing yet [15] . This work employs Game Theory (GT) [16] - [18] to minimize total overflow and wirelength in the R&R process. GT is also among the least used techniques in computer sciences and engineering [19] . This paper proposes an algorithm which is based on GT and can minimize the total overflow and wire-length of the solutions of global routers. The proposed method consists of a non-cooperative sequential game whose players are nets.
Each player is an intelligent object that can control the generation of its spanning tree in-order to progress towards the minimization of total overflow or wire-length. The different routing methods available to nets act as their set of pure strategies. The players use mixed strategies to choose any particular pure strategy. The mixed strategy of a net consists of probabilities which are associated with each of its pure strategy. A pure strategy that has a high probability in the mixed strategy is more likely to be used in the re-routing of the net. Mixed strategies are computed based on estimations of how likely any pure strategy can improve the total overflow or wire-length. The game continues until it reaches Nash Equilibrium (NE) [16] or its maximum runtime. The NE is reached when the nets are unable to improve their overflow or wire-length by using their strategies.
The performance of the proposed method has been evaluated by using it to enhance the results of two recent global routers. The experiments consist of two separate implementations of the proposed method. The first implementation aims at minimizing the total overflow and the second implementation aims at minimizing the total wire-length. The first implementation was evaluated on hard-to-route problems (i.e., unsolvable problems) of the ISPD 2008 benchmarks suite [6] - [8] . The experimental results showed that the proposed method has improved the total overflow of the first global router (NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] ) by 0 to 16.2% and that of second one (BFG-R [2] ) by 6.1% to 23.6%. The second implementation was evaluated on all problems of the ISPD 2008 benchmarks. The results showed that the proposed method has minimized the wire-length of the solutions of the first global router (NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] ) by 35 to 754 units (where 1 unit is equal to 1 edge of the routing graph) in different problems. The proposed method has improved the wire-length of the solutions of second global router (BFG-R [2] ) by 7462 to 15587 units in different problems.
The authors previously employed a completely different approach of GT to solve the global routing problem [20] . Instead of selecting the best ND-RT method for each net, the GT was used to decide which nets should be ripped-up and re-routed in-order to minimize congestion. The net decomposition was not employed in that work and because of that it solved only small size problems with number of nets between 11K and 64K. The global router presented in this article can solve large size circuits and employed many different ND-RT methods. The number of nets in large problem can lie from 219K to 551K. This paper is organized as follows: The second section contains a brief introduction to the global routing problem. Section 3 presents a brief survey of different methods used in the R&R processes of some modern global routers. Section 4 describes the implementation of some basic operations of global routing in the proposed method and an overview of the application of GT to solve the global routing problem. Section 5 describes the proposed method. In Section 6, we present the experimental results and their analysis. The last section contains conclusion and future work. 
II. GLOBAL ROUTING PROBLEM
The global routing problem is modeled using a 2D grid-graph
The set V contains all vertices and E contains all edges of the grid-graph. Each vertex v i ∈ V corresponds to a particular rectangular region (or cell) of the chip, and each edge e ij ∈ E corresponds to a boundary between adjacent vertices v i and v j . The capacity of any edge e ij ∈ E is represented by c ij , which is equal to the maximum number of nets or wires that can pass through it. The actual number of nets that are passing through e ij is called its demand and is represented as u ij . The set N = {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n m−1 } contains the nets that should be routed on the grid-graph. Each net n i ∈ N has a set P i which contains its pins. A pin corresponds to a vertex on the grid-graph. A net can be routed on the grid-graph by means of a spanning tree which connects all of its pins. The spanning tree of the net n i is represented by t i and t i ⊆ E. The set T stores the spanning trees of all nets and is the solution of the global routing problem.
The primary objective of global routing is to route all nets while making sure that the capacity constraints of the edges are not violated, i.e., u ij ≤ c ij , ∀e ij ∈ E. For any edge e ij , if its usage (u ij ) becomes greater than its capacity (c ij ) then it is called congested. The congested edges contribute to the total overflow. For any edge e ij , its overflow can be expressed as overflow(e ij ) and its value can be determined using the following equation:
The total overflow (tof) is defined as equal to the total overflow of all edges and can be computed as follows:
The total wire-length determines the resource efficiency or manufacturing cost of a valid solution. It can be computed as follows:
The overflow of a net n i can be computed using the following expression:
The wire-length of a net is equal to the number of edges in its spanning tree and can be determined as follows:
The nets that have more than two pins are called as multipins nets. The multi-pin nets should be decomposed into two-pin subnets and then routed. The two-pin subnets can be routed using shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra's algorithm, A*-search [21] , etc. The runtime to route a multipin net can be significantly reduced by decomposing it into subnets [22] .
III. PREVIOUS WORK
This section presents the enhancement methods employed by the R&R process of different global routers in-order to improve their solution quality and runtime.
A. BFG-R
The BFG-R global router was proposed by Roy et al. [2] , [23] . The R&R process employs the below mentioned methods to improve its solution quality and runtime.
1) EDGE CLUSTERING
This technique is used to order the subnets in the R&R process based on their location in the routing grid. The first cluster starts from an arbitrarily selected congested edge. The remaining edges of the first cluster consists of all those congested edges that are connected (i.e., share a common node) with any edge already present in it. The next cluster again starts from an arbitrarily selected congested edge which is not already selected in any cluster and repeat the same procedure to add more edges into it. An edge can belongs to at-most one cluster. The clustering stops when all congested edges have been assigned. After clustering, the clusters are sorted in the ascending order of their total-overflow violations. The R&R process follows the order of clusters to rip-up and re-route subnets. The subnet which contains an edge from a cluster of lower violation is ripped-up and re-routed before the subnet which contains an edge from the cluster of high violation. This method first tries to rip-up and re-route the subnets that lie in less congested regions in-order to create space for more congested subnets.
2) CYCLIC NET LOCKING
The nets that have large size bounding boxes are timeintensive to route. The cyclic net locking technique improves routing time by reducing the frequency of the rip-up and rerouting of nets that have large bounding boxes. A net of large bounding box can be ripped-up and re-routed only after a certain number of iterations which is known as its period. The maximum period of a net was considered as equal to twenty iterations.
3) DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTING LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
Lagrange multiplier is a popular method to determine a nearest solution when the actual solution is difficult to be determined. The Lagrange multipliers method has been successfully used to determine the proportion of congestion in the cost of edges while routing the nets. The authors of BFG-R have determined empirically that the Lagrange multiplier should be updated in each iterations in-order to improve solution quality and/or runtime. They also determined that large steps in change of Lagrange multipliers improve the runtime but also increase the wire length. A small change in
Lagrange multiplier values can lead to solutions of shorter wire-length but longer runtime. [9] is among the global routers that have out-performed many other global routers in terms of their solution quality and runtime. It proposes a negotiationbased R&R process which consists of the following four components:
1) SORTING OF SUBNETS
The order of subnets in the R&R process is determined by sorting them based on a mathematical expression which comprises of ratio between the demand and capacity of the edges which are included in the tree of that subnet.
2) RELAXATION OF BOUNDING LENGTH
The NCTU-GR 2.0 uses bounded length routing instead of the popular bounding box routing. In the former, the maximum length of the path between the source and destination nodes is bounded. The minimum bounded length is equal to the Manhattan distance between the two pins. The bounded length can increase with iterations and the user-defined parameters can determine the slope of its change with iterations.
3) ENHANCEMENTS IN THE COST FUNCTION OF EDGES
The negotiation-based global routing considers the history of edges (such as how many times they have been congested) while routing the nets. The cost of any edge is given by: A × B+C, where A is history cost component, B is the congestion penalty; and C is default cost of any edge which is usually equal to one. The cost function is further enhanced based on the following three conditions: (i) a factor usually one should be subtracted from it if the edge lies on the rectilinear Steiner minimal tree (RSMT) of that net; (ii) the cost should be zero if the edge already exists in the tree of that net; and (c) the cost remains unchanged if it does not fall in any of the previous two categories. The benefit of this enhancement is that the nets can determine trees of shorter wire-length by selecting edges from their RMSTs. The history component of cost of any edge increases its value whenever that edge becomes congested, however, it can also decrease its value when that edge no longer remains congested. The reduction in cost can help the re-selection of edges that have become congestion-free because of re-routing of subnets and may lead to improvement in solution quality and runtime.
IV. BASIC OPERATIONS IN GLOBAL ROUTING
The global routers contain several basic operations which are considered critical in their performance (solution quality and runtime). This section describes the basic global routing operations used in the proposed method.
A. DECOMPOSITION OF MULTI-PIN NETS INTO SUBNETS
The decomposition of a multi-pin net can be performed with the help of a RSMT or a rectilinear minimal spanning tree (RMST). The proposed global router uses RMSTs to decompose nets. The branches of the RMST join all pins of the net. In the decomposition of a multi-pin net, each branch of the RMST is considered as a subnet and the net can be completely routed by the routing of its individual subnets. The RMSTs are usually generated by successively adding branches into it. The RMST of a net n i (whose pins are represented as P i ) can be represented as RMST i and can be generated using the below mentioned steps. 1) Determine a pin p α ∈ P i which is termed as the initial pin. The p α can be selected using one the following methods: (i) random selection; (ii) the pin which is most distant from all remaining pins. The methods that can be used to perform the selection of pins p u and p v in the above described method are mentioned below.
1) Minimum Congestion (MC):
In this method the estimated congestion of the frame enclosed by the pins p u and p v is used as a criteria. The estimated congestion is represented by c est and is described in Section IV-F. 2) Random Selection (RS) of pins: This technique is useful in-order to explore new spanning trees.
B. MONOTONIC ROUTING
The Monotonic Routing (mono-RT) method is among the fastest ones and used in many existing global routers [1] , [10] , [11] . It can join two pins at a time and the path is searched within the rectangular area enclosed by two pins (source= p s and target= p d ). The path is search from p s towards the direction of p d . The path should always be directed towards p d and it cannot choose edges that are in opposite direction to p d . Dynamic programming is generally used in mono-RT. The cost of an edge is considered equal to its congestion cost which is computed using (7).
C. TWO-PIN MAZE ROUTING WITH FRAMING
The Two-Pin Maze Routing with Framing (2Pins-MRF) is the most popular method of maze routing used in huge size problems [4] , [22] . This type of maze routing builds a frame or rectangular boundary around the two pins of the net. The frame is extended to up-to BSIZE grid points from the pins of the net in both directions. The maze routing of two pins can be performed using Dijkstra's algorithm. The cost of any edge e ij that links cells v i and v j is represented by cost(e ij ) and can be determined using the history based cost function that was first proposed by NCTU-GR [9] and is mentioned below:
cong(e ij ) = 1 + penalty 1 + e −slope(u ij −c ij )
The cost of an edge cost(e ij ) has two components which are separated by '×' sign. The first component is the history cost and the second component is the congestion cost (i.e., cong(e ij )). The function hist(e ij ) returns the number of iterations in which e ij was congested. The variable iter is the current iteration count. In congestion cost (cong(e ij )), the parameter penalty determines the congestion penalty that should be added to the cost of the edge if it is congested. The parameter slope determines the gradual change in the cost (up-to the maximum value which is equal to the parameter penalty) of an edge with an increase in its demand value. A large value of slope represents steep change in the congestion cost of edges as their demand increases and small values of slope refers to gradual change in the congestion cost.
D. MULTI-PIN MAZE ROUTING WITH FRAMING
The Multi-Pin Maze Routing with Framing (mPins-MRF) method generates a spanning tree for a multi-pin net without decomposing it into segments of two-pins [4] , [22] . It iteratively builds a complete spanning tree. In the first iteration, a pin whose Manhattan distance from the remaining is maximum is selected as the source node. The remaining pins will be selected as destination nodes. A filling process is started from the source node and terminates as soon as any one of the destination node is reached. The next step is the retrace process in which a path from the destination node to the source is constructed and added in the spanning tree of the net. In subsequent iterations, the nodes which are already selected in the spanning tree are considered as the source nodes and the pins of the net that are still not covered in the spanning tree are considered as destination nodes. When the spanning tree covers all pins of the net, then the routing of the multi-pins net has been completed. The cost of edges is determined using the same formulas as used in 2Pins-MRF method.
E. TWO-PIN MAZE ROUTING FOR LENGTH IMPROVEMENT
The Two-Pin Maze Routing for Length Improvement (2Pins-MRL) method is proposed in this article to improve the wire-length of the nets whose spanning tree is already free from congestion. It is similar to the 2Pins-MRF method but has two subtle differences from it: (i) To route a net n i , it uses a subgraph G = (V , E ), where E contains only those edges which are included in the previous spanning tree of n i (i.e., t i ); and (ii) The path between the source and destinations pins is determined using a shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra's algorithm on G and each edge in E is assumed to have a unit weight. If the spanning tree of n i before applying this method is t i and the spanning tree created by this method is t i then t i ⊆ t i .
F. EXPANSION OF FRAME SIZE
The maze routing methods find paths within their frame. Experiments have shown that most of the nets do not need any increase in the frame size, however, expansion of the frame is necessary for a small number of nets. Therefore, the frame should be expanded if the congestion in it becomes very high. The congestion estimation of a frame [24] of a net n i can be represented by c est . The value of c est can be determined using the below mentioned steps.
1) Create a sub-graph (G SB = (V SB , E SB )) that contains all nodes and edges that lie within the frame of n i (where frame size is BSIZE). , where num SB is the number of nodes which have at-least one outgoing edge in G SB . The value of c est lies between 0 and 1. If the c est of any frame is more than a certain threshold value then the frame should be expanded. The maze routing methods 2Pins-MRF and mPins-MRF try to expand the frame (i.e., BSIZE) to a new value BSIZE until one of the following two conditions occur: (i) The value of c est (BSIZE ) becomes smaller than c ratio , or (ii) The value of BSIZE becomes greater than c frame × BSIZE. The c ratio is a real number whose value can lie between 0 and 1 and c frame is a nonzero positive integer. The implementations used in this article use c ratio = 0.3 and c frame = 3. From experiments, it has been found that large values of c est (BSIZE) refer to highly congested regions and small values refer to less congested regions. Therefore, when c est (BSIZE) is equal to or smaller than c ratio = 0.3, the frame is not congested and hence no increment in its size is necessary. In congested regions, an increase in BSIZE usually reduces the congestion. However, in some cases, an increase in BSIZE can rather increase the runtime of maze routing. Therefore, an upper bound on the maximum increase in frame size is defined as equal to c frame times of its initial value. Experiments conducted in this work have shown that c ratio = 0.3 and c frame = 5 values work on all problems. However, a further improvement in performance of the global router is possible by fine-tuning of the parameter values.
G. GT IN GLOBAL ROUTING: AN EXAMPLE
GT is useful in solving strategic decision making problems [16] , [17] . The three main components of GT are players, and their pure and mixed strategies. The pure strategies refer to the several ways in which a player can act in response to other players. The mixed strategies are used to help players in deciding which pure strategy they should choose based on the current situation of the game. The mixed strategy also adds some unpredictability in the response of players. The two key factors which affect the performance of a game to reach its goal are: (i) algorithms that guide a player to choose a suitable strategy; and (ii) the effectiveness of a strategy which is measured in terms of its payoff value. The effective strategies yield higher payoff values. The proposed GT-based method proposes algorithms for both key factors of the game. When GT is applied to minimize the total-overflow of the global routing problem, the nets act as players and the different methods with which they can rip-up and re-route their existing spanning trees act as their pure strategies. The payoff of a strategy is equal to the difference in total-overflow before and after its application. The steps of execution in the proposed GT-based method are illustrated below using a simple example.
Let us consider an example of three nets (n 0 , n 1 , n 2 ) whose spanning trees are represented as (t 0 , t 1 , t 2 ). We further assume that each net has four pure strategies which are represented by (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ). The GT-based method is an iterative process which starts from an initial solution. It is also assumed that in the initial solution the total-overflow of the spanning trees of the nets are as follows: t 0 : 4, t 1 : 2, t 2 : 3. The execution in the first iteration proceeds as follows: 3, s 1 with probability 0.5, s 2 with probability 0.1, and s 3 with probability 0.1. 2) The nets are randomly ordered and they select and apply their strategies in that order. Let us assume that the nets are in the following order: (n 1 , n 0 , n 2 ). 3) A loop should execute for i = {1, 0, 2}. a) The net n i selects a new strategy s x (x ∈ {1..3}) using m i and applies it to R&R its spanning tree. b) If payoff of t i is positive then the new spanning tree will be accepted and t i will be updated.
4)
After the application of strategies, the total-overflow of the nets get reduced as follows: t 0 : 2, t 1 : 0, t 2 : 1. 5) In the next iteration, the nets n 0 and n 2 select and apply new strategies because their total-overflows are still greater than zero. 6) The game continues until a condition is reached when the total-overflow of all nets becomes zero. Fig. 2 shows the different steps in the proposed GT-based algorithm. The input consists of the set of all nets (N ); the routing graph (G); solution which is obtained from any global router that requires further enhancement (T ); and the aim of the game that should be either to minimize the totaloverflow (i.e.,'aim=total-overflow') or total wire-length (i.e., 'aim-wire-length'). The proposed algorithm models the R&R process as a game. The first step is to permute the order in which nets will select and play their strategies. The second step consists of a loop that forms an iteration of the game. In the loop, the net n i first selects a strategy and then applies that strategy to enhance its spanning tree. The game continues until it reaches Nash Equilibrium (NE) or maximum runtime. The different components of the proposed algorithm are described below in detail.
V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE OF GLOBAL ROUTERS

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE ROLE OF GT IN THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In the proposed algorithm, the R&R process is modeled as a non-cooperative sequential game. In non-cooperative game theory, each player decides its strategy independently from other players. The sequential game models the sequential R&R process in which one net goes through the R&R operation at a time. In the proposed model, the nets act as players and the set N contains all players of a game. The netdecomposition and routing (ND-RT) methods available to a net form its set of pure strategies. A ND-RT method is used to rip-up and re-route a net. In a ND-RT method, the netdecomposition step breaks a multi-pin net into several twopin subnets then the routing step routes each subnet using a point-to-point shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra's algorithm [21] . When the total number of strategies is equal to d, then the set of pure strategies of a net n i can be represented as follows: S(n i ) = {s 0 , s 1 , .., s d−1 }. The pure strategies of nets should cover a diverse set of ND-RT methods to ensure that the nets can build a large number of competing spanning trees. 
1) PURE STRATEGIES OF THE NETS
The proposed GT-based method consists of four strategies when its aim is total-overflow and three strategies when its aim is wire-length. New strategies can be added into it to further improve its performance. Each strategy comprises of three steps: (i) net decomposition; (ii) partial rip-up; and (iii) re-routing. In partial rip-up and re-routing, the subnets of a net which have at-least one congested edge will be rippedup and re-routed. The strategies are classified into two types based on the aim of the game. Table 1 illustrates the pure strategies of the nets. The strategies that are mentioned under the heading 'aim = total-overflow' in Table 1 consist of the following steps: (i) Create net decomposition w.r.t. mentioned method (only in MC-PRR-2Pins-MRF, and RS-PRR-2Pins-MRF)); (ii) Find the path for each subnet using the 2Pins-MRL method; (iii) Rip-up the subnets that contain at-least one congested edge; (iv) Re-route the ripped-up subnets using the mentioned method i.e., 2Pins-MRF method. In the strategy PRR-mPins-MRF, the re-routing step does not need subnets, however, it should be ensured that the resulting spanning tree covers all pins. The strategies that are mentioned under the heading 'aim = wire-length' in Table 1 consist of the following steps: (i) Perform net decomposition using MC or RS methods (in MC-RR-2Pins-MRL and RS-RR-2Pins-MRL strategies); (ii) Rip-up the existing tree of the net; (iii) Re-route the net using the 2Pins-MRL method.
When 'aim=total-overflow', the new spanning tree which is created by the application of strategy s k ∈ S(n i ) on n i do not directly replace the existing tree of n i . Instead, t i (new tree) is first compared with t i (existing tree) and t i can only replace t i if it satisfies any one of the following two conditions: (i) ofl(t i ) ≤ ofl(t i ); or (ii) tof(T ) ≤ tof(T ). When 'aim=wire-length', the new tree always replace the existing tree.
2) MIXED STRATEGY OF NETS
A net uses the mixed strategy to select any particular pure strategy. The mixed strategy of n i can be represented as:
m k is the probability of selection of pure strategy s k . The probability (m k ) consists of two components f &g which are described below.
In (8), iter refers to the current iteration of the game. The function f (n i , k, iter) returns the number of iterations since n i has selected the strategy s k . The function g(n i , k) is described below and returns the number of iterations in which the application of strategy s k has improved the overflow or wirelength. The values of both functions f &g should be equal to or less than the current iteration count (iter).
# of iterations in which s k has minimized ofl(n i ) or ofl(T ) {if aim= total-overflow} # of iterations in which s k has minimized tot(T ) or wl(n i ) {if aim= wire-length} (9) The values of f &g are upper bounded by FG_MAX because a game may continue for hundreds of iterations and in that case their values just keep increasing. In this work, we used FG_MAXa= 10. The rationale behind the descriptions of f &g functions are based on experimental observation. The function f favors the selection of strategies which have not been selected since many iterations. In that way, all strategies get a chance to be applied in improving the solution. The function g favors the re-selection of strategies that have been found to be more successful than others. After the computation of probabilities of all strategies, each probability should be scaled by the sum of all probabilities, i.e.,
The scaling ensures that the condition m k ∈M (n i ) m k = 1 is not violated.
3) PAYOFF FUNCTIONS AND Nash EQUILIBRIUM (NE)
A payoff function should be associated with each strategy. The set of payoff functions can be represented as: PY(n i ) = {py 0 , py 1 , . . . , py d−1 }, where py k is the payoff of strategy s k . The payoff of any strategy should be equal to the gain in total-overflow/wire-length that can be achieved by using that strategy. The payoff of the strategy s k of net n i can be determined using the below mentioned equation.
In (10), ofl(n i ) and wl(n i ) represent the overflow and wirelength of the net before the application of s k on it. [ofl(n i )] s k and [wl(n i )] s k refer to the overflow and wire-length of n i after the application of strategy s k on it. The Nash Equilibrium (NE) of a game is reached when the available strategies no longer can minimize the total-overflow/wire-length. A game terminates upon reaching its NE and the conditions whose occurance lead to NE are mentioned below.
When 'aim=total-overflow', NE can occur under the following three conditions:
is the total number of nets in N and d is the number of strategies of each net). The first condition refers to the situation when the payoffs of all strategies of all nets are zero, because the solution has become congestion-free (i.e., tof(T ) = 0). This is an ideal situation for the termination of the game. Condition 2 refers to the situation when the payoffs of all strategies of all nets become zero but the total-overflow of the solution is greater than zero. Condition 3 refers to the case when for each net, the payoffs of all of its strategies become equal to a constant non-zero value. The game should be not terminate at conditions 2 & 3, because they occur when total-overflow >0 (it is assumed that the global routing problem has a valid solution).
When 'aim=wire-length', the NE can occur under the following two conditions:
. . , m − 1}, ∀n i ∈ N The first condition refers to the case when no further minimization of wire-length is possible and the game should terminate at that point. Condition 2 occurs when further minimization of wire-length is possible and a termination here should be avoided.
The payoff function should be modified in-order to prevent termination of the game at the above mentioned three conditions the above mentioned three conditions. Whenever, any of the above mentioned three condition occurs then the value of the payoff functions should be modified as follows: py k = py k + k , where k = 0, . . . , d − 1 and k ∈ {0, 1} ∈ R and x = y , where x and y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} and x = y. The proposed algorithm also uses maximum runtime limit to terminate a game before it can reach its NE because a game could run for a large amount of time before it could reach its NE. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed GT-based method was implemented using C++ and executed on an Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz based computer which has 64 GB of memory. The code was compiled using gcc 4.4.7 (Linux version). Most of the parameters used the values which are mentioned in the sections in which they are described. The values of the remaining parameters are set as follows: frame size (i.e., BSIZE) =10, penalty= 100, and slope= 1.2. A large value of slope is useful in the R&R process where the target is to minimize congestion while compromising the wire-length. The maximum runtime allowed to the proposed algorithm was set as 10 hours. The proposed algorithm has been used to enhance the routing solutions of two modern global routers: (i) NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] , [9] ; and (ii) BFG-R [2] , [23] . The executables of the existing global routers have been obtained from their authors and executed on the same platform as the proposed algorithm. The two global routers chosen for enhancement are among the best of the existing global routers. The experimental results of the enhancement of the total-overflow and wire-length are discussed in the following two sub-sections. The global routers have many parameters and their solution quality depends on the fine-tuning of the parameter values. The literature of existing global routers show results which were obtained under extensive finetuning of parameter values [2] . The values of the fine-tuned parameters or the solutions obtained with fine-tuned parameters are not publicly available. Therefore, our experiments either use the default values or adjust values based on the instructions provided by the authors of the existing global routers. We also tried existing global routers with different parameter values and found that best results can be obtained by following the instructions of the authors of those routers. The ISPD 2008 benchmarks [6] - [8] have been used in the experiments. The ISPD benchmarks can be divided into two classes: hard-to-route and solvable problems. The problems that cannot be solved completely by any of the existing global routers are classified as hard-toroute problems and the problems that are solved by at-least one global router are classified as solvable problems. Table 2 shows the characteristics of the problems in the ISPD 2008 suite. The problems that are not mentioned as hard-to-route belong to the class of solvable problems.
A. ENHANCEMENT OF THE TOTAL-OVERFLOW
The existing global routers can not completely remove totaloverflow from the hard-to-route problems of the ISPD 2008 benchmarks [6] - [8] . Fig. 3 shows the generalized trend with which existing global routers minimize total-overflow in hard-to-route problems. It also shows the role of the proposed method in minimizing the total-overflow. The existing global routers can quickly minimize the total-overflow until it becomes small as compared to its initial value. However, after reaching certain values, they no longer can continue to minimize the total-overflow. The time α represents the time up-to which the existing global routers can significantly minimize the total-overflow. The total-overflow at time=α is represented by . The time β represents the time which is greater than α and is used to allow the existing global router to continue its search for a better solution under relaxed timing constraints. The total-overflow at time= β is represented by σ . Experimental results have shown that the difference between σ and remains zero or very small even when β is much bigger than α. The input to the proposed method is a solution of an existing global router obtained at time= α and total-overflow = . The total-overflow of the solution from the proposed method is represented by ρ and the time taken by the proposed method is represented by η. The benefit of the proposed method becomes obvious when η is smaller than β and ρ is smaller than σ . The experimental results in this subsection show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Tables 3 presents the experimental results of applying the proposed method to the solutions of NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] . The columns α, β and η mention the runtime of NCTU-GR 2.0 and the proposed method. The columns , σ and ρ mention the total-overflow of NCTU-GR 2.0 and the proposed method. The results indicate that in three out of four problems, the proposed method has minimize the total-overflow to values better than that of NCTU-GR 2.0. Table 4 shows the results of the enhancement of the solutions of BFG-R [2] . The solutions that are enhanced using the proposed algorithm clearly outperform the solutions produced by BFG-R in both total-overflow and runtime. Table 4 shows that the maximum enhancement occurs in problem bigblue4 which is 23.61% and minimum enhancement occurs in problem newblue3 which is 6.13%. The runtime 'α + η remains smaller than β is all problems that indicate that the proposed algorithm has improved both solution quality and runtime of the existing global router.
B. ENHANCEMENT OF THE WIRE-LENGTH
The proposed algorithm can also minimize the wire-lengths of solutions of existing global routers. The minimization of wire-length becomes important after the total-overflow VOLUME 5, 2017 becomes zero. The 2D global routing generally minimizes segment wire-length which is equal to the number of edges in a global routing solution. The proposed method minimizes the segment wire-length and refine spanning trees of nets such they can avoid congestion while using least possible number of edges. In experiments, BFG-R and NCTU-GR 2.0 were configured to produce solutions with minimum wire-length. Their solutions are further minimized for wirelength using the proposed algorithm. In NCTU-GR 2.0, the parameter 'Wirelength_Optimization_Level' was set to 2000 which means that the solutions should have minimum possible wire-length. The 2D global routing phase in NCTU-GR 2.0 minimize the segment wire-length [1] . In BFG-R, the routing method implicitly minimize the wirelength and there is no known (or published) parameter setting that can yield best wire-length results. The wire-length in BFG-R can be controlled by adjusting values of Lagrange multipliers, however, determination of suitable values for Lagrange multiplier is beyond the scope of this work. The default values of Lagrange multipliers are used in our experiments. The BFG-R was executed with flag 'minBends' set to false, and in this configuration the 2D global routing minimize only segment wire-length.
The sixteen problems of the ISPD 2008 benchmarks [6] - [8] have been used in the experiments. Fig. 4 illustrates the methodology used in this subsection. In Fig. 4 , the wirelength of the solution of the existing global router is denoted by and wire-length of the solution which is enhanced using the proposed algorithm is denoted by π . The runtime of the proposed algorithm is represented by η. The total-overflow of the solution ( ) remains unchanged in executing the proposed algorithm for wire-length minimization. Table 5 shows the results of minimization of the wirelength of the solutions of BFG-R by the proposed algorithm. The wire-length is expressed as the number of edges in the spanning trees of all nets which is also known as 2D wirelength. The results show that in all problems, the proposed algorithm has successfully minimize the wire-length. The extent of wire-length improvement varies from 6462 to 15587 edges. The runtime of the proposed algorithm varies from 52 minutes to 10 hours. Table 6 presents the results of minimization of wire-length of the solutions of NCTU-GR 2.0 [1] by the proposed algorithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm has successfully minimize the wire-length in all cases. The solutions of NCTU-GR 2.0 already have shorter wire-lengths, therefore, the extent of minimization is lesser as compared to BFG-R. The extent of minimization varies from 35 to 754 edges. The runtime of the proposed algorithm varies from 43 minutes to 10 hours.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a GT-based algorithm that can enhance the solutions of existing global routers. The proposed algorithm models the R&R process as a game whose aim can be either to minimize the total-overflow or wire-length of a global routing solution. In the proposed game, the nets act as players and their set of pure strategies comprises of several different ND-RT methods. Each ND-RT method consists of three steps: (i) net decomposition; (ii) rip-up; and (iii) rerouting. The payoff of any pure strategy is the improvement which it can bring in the overflow or wire-length. The nets use mixed strategies. The mixed strategy of a net is a set which contains probabilities with which it can select any of its pure strategy. The probabilities are computed based on the likelihood of the corresponding strategy to improve the solution. The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by using it to enhance two excellent global routers. The experiments used the ISPD 2008 benchmarks. The experimental results showed that it can minimize totaloverflow/wire-length from the solutions of the existing global routers to values those router cannot reach themselves. The embedding of GT with the techniques already in-use can help produce better global routers because it allows exploration of more number of possible solutions and intelligent decision making that keep runtime small. The performance of the proposed algorithm can be further improved by performing parameter optimization and adding new strategies in it.
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